The United Neighborhoods Neighborhood Council (UNNC) requests the following Community Impact Statement be attached to Council File 13-1493 Street Vending/Special Sidewalk Vending District Program:

The United Neighborhoods Neighborhood Council discussed the proposed ordinance on August 6, 2015 at a Brown Act noticed public meeting with a quorum of 14 board members present. Stakeholders of our Neighborhood Council are currently experiencing the negative impact of illegal street vending of food and merchandise, therefore by a vote of 14 YES, 0 NO, and 0 abstentions the UNNC on the issue of CF 13-1493, we are in Non-support of CF 13-1493.

Meeting type: Regular
Quorum: Present
Action: Motion to create a Community Impact Statement of non-support of CF 13-1493.

Respectfully submitted,

Jeff Camp
President,
United Neighborhoods Neighborhood Council

Rosie Brown
Chair,
Community Impact Statement Committee
UNNC stakeholders have expressed the following concerns which provided support for our decision on CF 13-1493:

- no current enforcement of rules and regulations therefore no faith in new rules and regulations being enforced
- sanitation - hot water, restroom, washing of hands
- security
- brick and mortar business affected; street vendors selling the same type of food and goods
- staining of street and sidewalks
- parking, traffic, noise and loitering
- public right of way
- ADA rules
- vending on private and or residential streets
- cost to taxpayers to implement
- specific, designated areas; day and time restrictions
- some areas of Los Angeles would not be as congested with vendors as others
- regulation of food temperatures before and after preparation such as meat and dairy
- BLIGHT
- money generated from permits, licenses, fees, sales taxes, etc would be put into what fund and used for what purposes
- maximum space allocated to each vendor
- outdoor seating
- number of permits issued
- NO post framework has been submitted by the Chief Legislative Analyst
- NO written guidelines have been submitted by Department of Public Works or the Department of Street Services